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Introduction
The East Cowal Heritage Outdoors (ECHO) Trail project is as much about a vehicle for ongoing change to Cowal and
Dunoon, as it is about the implementation of a way-marked route. The project has been brewing for over three years,
beginning with its identification as a project that could take on many of the shared challenges and opportunities for East
Cowal’s communities. In 2018, Benmore and Kilmun Community Development Trust commissioned a feasibility study which
identified community support, revealed potential through the revitalisation of existing routes, and identified a range of
potential outcomes for communities throughout the area.
At its very core, the project aims to unlock the potential for the area’s heritage through the backbone of a new trail
connecting people, places and sites of significance. It is outcomes focused, with activities reflective of the area’s profile,
opportunities to improve people’s lives, communities and the local economy. As well as its past, it looks to the area’s future
through engaging with young people to develop skills, share insights, encourage new ideas, and enhance the area as a place
to stay, visit and work.
It aims to connect existing outdoors heritage-inspired initiatives which are being planned or delivered throughout the area.
This means bringing together these initiatives to distil skills, talent and collective insight. This is more than a mapping
exercise which aims to promote and enhance participation in local initiatives; it aims to connect people, raise awareness
and generate effective ways to collaborate.
Equally so, it also aims to be a neatly defined project and pragmatic project. It will enhance access to the heritage
landscape, encourage people to physically active, promote existing visitor attractions, increase visitor numbers and develop
the local economy. It will achieve through this through a phased approach establishing community ownership throughout
its development, delivery and evaluation. However, it doesn’t aim to extend visitor numbers beyond a “critical mass” which
straining infrastructure and risking the landscape. Instead, it aims to establish ongoing outcomes-inspired activities for
participants and provide healthy, peaceful experiences for visitors to the area.
It also presents the opportunity of becoming “more than a trail”, through the realisation of the difference the heritage
landscape can make to people’s lives. This can range from ongoing outdoors learning initiatives in collaboration with
schools, training, employment and physical healthy activity through engagement with fitness / leisure providers.

The Vision
The East Cowal Heritage Outdoors (ECHO) project aims to promote engagement with the area’s significant heritage through
the provision of healthy, enriching and memorable activities as part of a heritage trail covering 40 miles. These activities will
deliver a range of socio-economic outcomes for Cowal and Dunoon including community cohesion, health and wellbeing
and supporting the local economy. These outcomes will be achieved through a collaborative approach with existing
community-led projects, visitor attractions and charities in operation throughout the area.

Project Roadmap
This section describes proposed phasing for the development and delivery of the ECHO trail project, including measures for
ongoing evaluation and review.
Each phase is designed to stimulate growth towards the project according to its broad vision and desired outcomes.
However, it is also recognised that this is a community heritage project faced with the challenge of a changing landscape of
funding requirements; with that comes additional challenges in terms of capacity, growth and sustainability.
This means that it will be important for the project to evaluate progress at each phase, review its strategic objectives and if
desired, establish opportunities to “pilot” activities contributing to the project’s vision. This approach will be especially
important if barriers for towards seeking Development Funding emerge.
However, it’s also realised that a phased approach is relevant as it relieves the pressure of the management of a large-scale
project. This has resulted in the identification of a range of “quick win” projects which could be developed incrementally
with clear outputs that will contribute to the development of the project as a whole.
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Phase 1 (foundation) (2018 – 2019)

Phase 1

The purpose of this phase was to establish feasibility of the project, scope, potential outcomes, community uptake, organisational
capacity / governance required and the identification of necessary plans / project documentation.
•
•

•
•
•
•

Outline Feasibility Study including options appraisal, testing community support / engagement, reviewing strategic fit,
identifying potential outcomes, suggested approaches to interpretation development and establishing an initial route audit.
Community Impact and Sustainability Project to identify appropriate governance / management structure for trail’s
development, local and regional stakeholder engagement and fundraising strategy, and development of outline Activity and
Interpretation Plan. The outputs of this project are contained within this strategy.
Expression of Interest (EOI) submission to National Lottery Heritage Fund (NLHF), receipt of feedback and dialogue.
Launch of ‘ECHO Explorers’ backpackers pilot project in order to stimulate interest, engage people with heritage and
evaluate routes.
Evaluation of project documentation by ECHO Trail steering group and stakeholders.
Further crystallisation of project “vision” and objectives of project.

National Lottery Heritage Fund (NLHF) Expression of Interest submission, feedback and recommendations from Ergadia
•
•
•
•

Restructured Lottery funding now means there’s a single stage application for grants <£250k. This means that projects with
a defined beginning, middle and end need submitted, as opposed to just development funding.
The project needs to be designed, scoped out at application stage with activities designed already. The Project Plan
template sets out the detail required for submission.
Activities and interpretation development need to be fully designed and costed out prior to submission.
NHLF cannot fund retrospective work.

Decision Time: phased development, or “stepping-stones”?
The projects proposed within this strategy have the option of being developed individually as stepping-stones to a broader, more
ambitious project. Regardless of the route chosen, each project will require enough planning in collaboration with participant
groups, and potential delivery partners.
Option A:
Option B:
Development phase-led project
“stepping-stone” or pilot projects
Opportunities
Dependencies
Opportunities
Dependencies
• Strengthening sustainability
• Requires momentum
• Releases pressure on
• Each project needs to be
and support of Historic
from Historic Kilmun and
Steering Group / Historic
clearly articulated as
Kilmun through recruitment
ECHO steering group.
Kilmun to prepare funding
contributing to “bigger
of a Development Officer for
proposals for Development
picture” of trail
6 months (PT or freelance)
Phase.
development
• Identifying funding
streams, trusts and
• Developing volunteer base
foundations, and
• Enables steady growth in
• Need to minimise risk of
and capacity at Historic
coordinating
participation and support
projects being delivered
Kilmun through training
applications.
from community groups.
with no clear legacy /
programme in collaboration
follow-on to the overall
with community groups
development of the
• Successful recruitment of • Gets some shorter-term
trail.
Development Officer
tangible results in place
• Finalising 1 year Activity
able to commission Plans
which can evaluated / builtProgramme suitable for
(listed under Phase 3)
upon.
• Still requires full design
<£250k NHLF bid, including
of projects prior to
engaging with specialists /
funding applications.
• Could focus on shorter trails
potential delivery partners.
based on circular routes
• Would require a strong
identified.
• Bringing together community
fundraising strategy for
single / multiple projects
groups & delivery partners to
realise the potential for a
comprehensive project.
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Phase 2
Phase 2 (preparation and Development Phase funding submissions) (2019)
This phase is important as it aims to build community momentum, make necessary changes to Historic Kilmun’s governance, and
requires further dialogue with stakeholders and potential delivery partners.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consult with all interested partners / stakeholders in the project (as shown in project plans) to further develop ideas for
projects, activities and overall project scope.
Establish contact with Historic Environment Scotland – stating the case for a Heritage Environment Development Officer
(i.e. capacity, resilience, relevance) and the outcomes which could be delivered by ECHO.
Establish contact with the Social Enteprise Academy – Strategic Partnership Fund to undertake resilient heritage
healthcheck and begin work to design a Resilient Heritage training programme.
Continue to seek input from Forestry and Land Scotland (FLS) and Loch Lomond & The Trossachs National Park (LLTNP) in
order to identify any issues and develop opportunities.
Bring together the ECHO steering group and Historic Kilmun to review opportunities for the trail project.
Creation of ECHO Trail Friends Group (or equivalent), to channel and encourage community support.
Identify objectives of the Heritage Environment Development Officer based on strategic direction of Historic Kilmun and
ECHO as a catalyst for change.
Act upon necessary changes to governance of Historic Kilmun as lead organisation. This would include revisions to charitable
objectives, geographical scope and membership structure.
Identifying list of Plans and key documentation requiring to be developed, with a view to establishing clear outcomes for
people, heritage and business case.
Working with stakeholders to develop funding bids for development phase activities (including Development Officer),
including formation of fundraising team.

Phase 3
Phase 3: (development) (2020) (6 months)
This phase will develop Plans and documentation required for the project including full costs required for the delivery of the trail, and
measures to ensure its sustainability after opening. Key tasks will include;
Project Management and Resilience
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advertise and appoint Heritage Environment Development Officer, 6 months (on part time or freelance basis).
Establish ECHO as a “flagship” project for Historic Kilmun’s future sustainability and relevance.
Establish project management structure, including relationships between Historic Kilmun, ECHO Trail Steering Group,
stakeholder / delivery partners and ‘Friends of the ECHO Tail’.
Develop membership into steering group, identify skills / gaps and set up working parties (e.g. fundraising committee).
Further develop fundraising strategy (including funder themes, priorities and timescales). This will include launching
crowdfunding initiatives.
Working with key stakeholders, finalise design and deliver Historic Kilmun Resilient Heritage Training Programme. This
could include training courses delivered by Social Enterprise Academy following the themes of Leadership, Enterprise, and
Social Impact), and supported by the Strategic Bursary Fund.

Development of final plans (based on outline / revised content)
Interpretation and Activity Plan
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review content within outline Interpretation and Activity Plan in collaboration with identified local groups and stakeholders,
Further development of ECHO Outcomes Framework identifying needs of target groups, and opportunities to deliver
positive outcomes for communities and the heritage environment.
Pilot / evaluate of activities which aim to deliver outcomes for, people, communities and heritage. Pilot projects which will
steer the development of the trail (e.g. Creative Café (interpretation) walking audit of heritage sites to generate ideas.
Review and finalise themes and stories through storyboarding exercises and other forms of engagement.
Resulting from above, identify series of trails forming as layers to the overall ECHO trail network of routes / hotspots.
Clarify best methods for delivering heritage themes and stories for residents and visitors to the area.
From the above, produce a final Activities Plan with a feasible, costed set of community and heritage inspired activities to be
delivered over 1 year.
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•

Develop opportunities for collaborative working between community groups and enterprises.

Marketing and Communications Plan
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seek opportunities to integrate promotion of the trail, the area’s heritage, local visitor attractions, enterprise / businesses
and community events and activities.
Collate existing market research / tourist data for the area, and to identify methods for future collection of data.
Seek collaborative opportunities between Cowal Marketing Group, AITC and Dunoon BID.
Piloting / evaluation of themed Visitor Experience package(s) developed in collaboration with local businesses and AITC.
Develop branding and audience engagement strategy in symbiosis with Interpretation Plan.
Establish communications protocols for the opening / closing of sections of the route network in collaboration with Forestry
and Land Scotland.

Management and Maintenance Plan
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Route audit in collaboration with Forestry and Land Scotland (FLS), potentially including results of walking assessment with
community groups. (Auditing has already begun with an initial response from FLS provided in Appendix 2 p.33).
Assess and finalise any required Path Agreements as necessary in collaboration with Forestry and Enterprise Scotland, Loch
Lomond and Trossachs National Park and private landowners.
Implement a 10 year plan detailing how the trail’s interpretation and any physical / digital assets will be looked after the
project will be completed.
Develop Action Plan to engage with stakeholders / community groups to identify training opportunities and future roles in
the maintenance of trail assets.
Produce detailed income and expenditure forecasts, including opportunities for income through activities / membership etc.
Review staffing / governance structure for the trail.
Identify any environmental impacts for proposed works, including any risks to the area’s heritage.

Evaluation Plan
•
•
•
•
•

Provide a framework for evaluating desired outcomes and outputs for each project and activity
Establish tools to ensure each project remains on track throughout its duration
Provide methodologies and costings for ongoing evaluation / improvement after the trail has been launched.
Set targets for visitor numbers and users of the trail.
Collaborate with local businesses and visitor attractions to generate meaningful, strategic market research data for the area
(inline with the Marketing and Communications Plan)

Outline Business Plan
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This would wrap up the key financials from the above plans.
Opportunities to maintain the resilience and relevance of Historic Kilmun through the vehicle of the ECHO trail, including
socio-economic outcomes
Potential revenue sources and forecast expenditure (5 year income and costs)
Sustainability of the trail route, including maintenance costs for any assets created, insurance, and any other ongoing costs
(e.g. if a paid staff position is desired after NLHF funding
Risk analysis (e.g. using RAID / SWOT) etc.
Economic and Tourism Impact Assessment
Fundraising strategy including timelining of funders, trusts and foundations against development themes

It is assumed that the finalisation of these Plans will require additional specialist input and this has been included as part of
Development Phase costs.
Phase 4
Phase 4: (delivery) (2020/1) (12 months)
The delivery phase of the project would be managed by a Project Manager / Activities Coordinator for 12 months (PT), supported by
the ECHO steering group, Historic Kilmun and Friends of the ECHO trail. In addition, they will be supported by delivery partners
identified by the Development Phase, stakeholders, and local networks.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advertise and appoint Project Manager / Activities Coordinator.
Delivery of 12 month Activities Programme, including engagement and consolidation of inputs for development of
interpretation assets to Detail Design stage prior to production and installation.
Scoping of Design Team including roles and Briefs.
Procurement of Design Team to deliver Interpretation Plan and Marketing & Communications Plan.
Reporting and evaluating progress of the Interpretation Plan to stakeholders and ECHO trail steering group
Implementing measures set out within the Evaluation Plan to generate audience uptake and feedback upon opening of trail.
Monitoring production and installation of trail assets (3 months) prior to launch.

Energising the Project – establishing the case for a Heritage Environment Development Officer
ECHO: A catalyst for growth, sustainability and impact
Historic Kilmun / Argyll Mausoleum Ltd has been in operation for almost 10 years. During this time, it has successfully
opened a visitor attraction and embarked on multiple activity programmes. These programmes have delivered a range of
positive outcomes for people, both within and beyond the boundaries of Argyll Mausoleum. Examples include art and
wellbeing, oral histories connecting communities, creating exhibitions with schools and establishing heritage skills training.
However, as with many funded activity programmes, the challenge is to maintain engagement, participation and relevance
to local communities beyond the lifespan of the programme.
However, as with the situation faced by many community heritage organisations, the ebb and flow of temporary funding
means that Historic Kilmun is required to exert large amounts of energy, not only to sustain its existence as a visitor
attraction, but also in its endeavours as an organisation to celebrate and unlock the potential for the area’s heritage. This
means that although the willingness is there, capacity is stretched.
East Cowal’s heritage landscape is a diverse, untapped resource, which needs strategic direction to deliver positive
outcomes for residents and visitors. The 2018 ECHO Trail feasibility study revealed a networked of accessible paths
connecting heritage sites, and opportunities to establish cohesive ways to engage people with the landscape. Historic
Kilmun is ideally placed to lead an energised collaborative approach, not only in terms of its location within the heart of
East Cowal, but also in terms of being an established, networked heritage organisation with a successful track record of
community engagement. This isn’t dissimilar to the definition of an ‘Ecomuseum’ which is based on the concepts of
inclusion, sustainable development, and mobilising heritage as a catalyst for social capital, improving people’s lives and
stimulating economic growth.
Review of current situation at Historic Kilmun
•
•
•
•
•

Volunteer capacity is stretched across a small, dedicated, core team.
The mausoleum is popular amongst groups and coach tours, particularly through the diaspora and clan
connections. It is often the destination of pre-planned group visits, however, lacks ad-hoc footfall.
The Board of Historic Kilmun have indicated they wish to lead the development of the heritage trail and see value
in it being a catalyst for change within East Cowal.
The Board of Directors have a diverse skillset applicable to the governance of the heritage trail, including project
management, fundraising and experience leading capital works for visitor attractions.
Amendments to Historic Kilmun’s Articles of Association require to be made, including broadening of charitable
objectives and geographical scope.

Opportunities
•

•

The mausoleum is highly significant not only in terms of its immediate heritage, but its connections with the
broader heritage landscape of Cowal and influences on local identity. This includes offering understanding towards
cultural practices, occupation sites, faith, kinship, the diaspora, industry and the stories of people who lived in the
area. Many of these themes can be explored both locally and nationally, contributing to our broad understanding
of identity and connections with places.
The trail project offers the opportunity to expand these heritage themes beyond its four walls, connecting places
and people, and delivering enriching experiences.
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•

Through the diversification of activity (onsite and offsite), the trail project aims to develop the volunteer capacity
of Historic Kilmun through a programme of engagement, skills training and identifying activities which will
contribute to its future sustainability.
There is substantial opportunity to develop Historic Kilmun / Argyll Mausoleum as the primary access point for the
heritage trail (and subsequently promoted as such). This would help revitalise the Mausoleum as a visitor
attraction and act as a catalyst for future development.
The appointment of a Heritage Environment Development Officer will not only help raise the profile of Historic
Kilmun but will establish opportunities to enhance the value of East Cowal as a place to stay and visit through the
vehicle of the trail’s development.

•

•

Considerations
•

The Directors of Historic Kilmun need to come to a consensus regarding the current operating model for Argyll
Mausoleum, and if its sustainable in the future.
If the Directors see opportunity in the activities of Historic Kilmun going beyond the grounds of Argyll Mausoleum,
thereby seeking to develop outcomes for people and communities, based on research to-date.
The current heritage funding landscape is focused on placemaking, partnership building and projects which deliver
clear outcomes for

•
•

Review of ECHO Trail Steering Group
•

The original goal for the Steering Group was to bring together representation from communities across East
Cowal. This requires to be extended now that the participation within the trail’s development needs to extend
into Dunoon and other areas in Cowal.
The current group faces similar challenges to that of Historic Kilmun: capacity, time and energy is stretched.
However, it remains enthusiastic about the project and the opportunities it could bring.
The group is also well connected and helped drive substantial participation to the project from the communities of
East Cowal, particularly during the 2018 Feasibility Study.
This is further enhanced through the participation of stakeholders within the Group.
One of the first activities for the Heritage Environment Development Officer would be create a ‘Friends of the
ECHO Trail’ group, as a means to build participation, promote activities and seek fundraising opportunities.

•
•
•
•

Review of Community Support and Stakeholder Engagement
•

The 2018 Feasibility Study contains the detail of early community consultation. This demonstrated support for the
development of the trail and participation in identifying project activities, heritage stories, landmarks and
interpretation methods.
Community consultation in 2019 has included one further update session and the development of a Facebook
Group which now has over 200 members. Around 20 people have come forward expressing interest in
participating in an Interpretation Working Party.

•

Suggested core responsibilities for Heritage Environment Development Officer (to be developed further)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Further engage with community groups and stakeholders to help shape the strategic outcomes for the project.
Establish clear pathways for the heritage trail project to contribute to the sustainability and strategic direction of
Historic Kilmun.
Explore opportunities for Historic Kilmun to become an outward looking social enterprise with the ability to
mobilise the heritage landscape at a strategic level through collaboration with local groups.
Deliver a programme of Resilient Heritage training, pivoting on workforce / volunteer development (potentially in
collaboration with Social Enterprise Academy).
Develop the business case for a new heritage trail, including opportunities to contribute to the local economy and
revenue building, in addition to clear outcomes for people and heritage.
Establish a ‘Friends of the ECHO Trail’ group and subsequent working parties to help shape the development of
the trail.
Coordinate Development Plans / supporting documents suitable for supporting a single-stage National Lottery
Heritage fund application, through the input of specialists and potential delivery partners. This will include
proposals for a 1 year Activity Programme resulting in production of trail assets.
Projects need to be clearly designed upon funding submission for Delivery Phase.
Draft and submit funding bids to other Trusts and Foundations in collaboration with the Steering Group / Historic
Kilmun
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Suggested governance structure for the project

Historic Kilmun / AML Ltd
• Submitting grant applications
• Supporting the development of
the ECHO Steering Group
• Taking on responsibility for the
ongoing management and
maintenance of the trail /
interpretation / resources
• Recruiting project staff (e.g.
development officer)

•

•
•
•
•

ECHO Trail Steering / Delivery
Group
Making decisions regarding the
selection of projects and
activities
Promoting membership of
Friends of the ECHO trail
Coordinating community
fundraising activities
Networking
Championing the project at a
local level – getting the word out
there that it’s happening.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

‘Friends of the ECHO Trail’ supporters
group
Participating in events / activities
Fundraising and arranging membership
activities
Participating in path maintenance
possibly alongside internship programme
Developing research / interpretation for
trail
Updating website with blog / articles (e.g.
historic research)
Collecting membership fees
Identifying projects and ideas
Participating in skills development

Local support network / how could they be involved?
Stakeholder
Target groups within Activity Programme
Dunoon Area Alliance
Argyll & Bute Council
Loch Lomond & Trossachs National Park
Forestry and Land Scotland
Dunoon Conservation Area Regeneration Scheme (CARS)
Local heritage specialists / consultants
Community Development Trusts / Community Councils
CHArts
AITC / Cowal Marketing Group

•
•
•
•
•
•

How could they be involved?
Identifying opportunities for the project to
contribute to strategic objectives.
Driving participation into the project through
existing projects and initiatives
Providing in-kind support and expertise
Connecting the project with specialists and
potential delivery partners
Generating ideas for activities and projects
Peer review of development phase Plans
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Fundraising strategy
Potential funding streams have been identified which could contribute to development and delivery phase costs. Funding
for a Heritage Environment Development Officer, match funded with other streams could incorporate a budget to engage
with specialists to create plans suitable for the project’s Delivery Phase. Current funding themes will help shape proposals
for activities and projects, however key trends are obvious;
•
•
•
•
•

Funders want to see projects with clearly stated outcomes for people.
If projects involve the creation of tangible products / assets, then funders often expect to see community
engagement in that process.
Applications are strengthened if match funded.
Projects need to have a clear legacy and / or contribute to ongoing developments led by the applicant organisation
Partnership and stakeholder support is vital, with clear inputs shown within project design.

Fund
Historic
Environment
Scotland Organisation
Support Fund

Historic
Environment
Scotland - Historic
Environment
Support Fund

Garfield Weston
Foundation
Scottish
Community
Alliance Community
Learning Exchange
Fund
Strategic
Partnership Fund

Funding themes
Operation, management or
safeguarding of historic
environment assets to assist in
the delivery of defined
projects/activities and/or to
provide resilience funding.
One-off, heritage-related
projects such as: training in
traditional skills; travel and
study costs associated with the
use of traditional materials;
travel and study costs
associated with the use of
traditional materials;
production of heritage
publications

Arts; Education; Youth; Health;
Community; Museums and
Heritage; Environment; Religion
and Welfare.

Fund award sizes

Minimum: £4,000

Minimum: £4,000
Average: £31,000.
Core/revenue costs
tend be 10-20% of
annual income. Capital
grants are around 10%
of costs. They can
consider major grants
of over £100,000.

Bringing communities together
to facilitate the exchange of
ideas and the sharing of
common solutions.

Maximum: £750

Affordable access to learning /
training (in collaboration with
Social Enterprise Academy

Match funding
training delivered by
SEA

Argyll & Bute CHP
- Health and
Wellbeing Fund

Physical Activity and Supporting
Self Management of long term
health conditions.

Cruden
Foundation Ltd

community welfare, medical
support and research, the arts,
education and heritage
conservation.

Maximum: £2,000

Maximum: £20,000
Average: £1,764

Capital /
Revenue /
Core Costs

Fit with ECHO Project

Timescales

Revenue

Heritage Environment
Development Officer /
Historic Kilmun
resilience

30th September

Capital,
Revenue

Contributing to
Activity Programme

31 August and 31
December

Capital,
Revenue,
Core Costs

Heritage Environment
Development Officer /
Historic Kilmun
resilience (possible up
to £18k for core /
revenue application).

Rolling programme.
Applicants for a
Major Grant
(£100,000 and over)
will be advised
which Board
meeting to apply to.

Revenue

Heritage Environment
Development Officer /
comm. Engagement
(collaboration) costs

Revenue

Heritage Environment
Development Officer /
Historic Kilmun
resilience

Capital,
Revenue

Standalone project

Capital,
Revenue

Standalone project

March 2020
Rolling programme
however early
engagement is
essential for project
phasing

2019 - 2020
Board meets three
times a year (
normally
November,
February and June).
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Fund

Dulverton Trust

Esmee Fairbairn
Foundation
Foundation
Scotland - Baillie
Gifford
Community
Awards
Programme

Funding themes
Youth opportunities for those
from disadvantaged
backgrounds including:
adventure training and
character building,
employability skills and
opportunities, widening
horizons etc.

Arts, Children and Young
People, Environment, Food and
Social Change
Priorities for the programme
are: children and families,
elderly people, education,
environment, health..

The Rayne
Foundation

i.) Care and Wellbeing ii.)
Realising Potential - addresses
social and educational
inequalities in children and
young people iii.)Strengthening
Communities looks for solutions
which address local need.
The foundation supports
homelessness, health and
wellbeing, employability and
education - focus on excluded
groups and young people.
Areas of special interest are:
young people’s improved
mental health; arts as a tool to
achieve social change;
improved quality of life for
carers and for older people.

The Turtleton
Charitable Trust

Projects which advance the
arts, culture and heritage,
particularly heritage and the
visual art

Robertson Trust Open Grants

The DWF
Charitable
Foundation

Gordon Fraser
Charitable Trust

This fund supports the arts,
screen and creative industries,
with projects that help them
explore, realise and develop
their creative potential.
Favours organisations involved
with the performing arts,
particularly if children, people
and the disabled are involved.
They also favour organisations
set up to further the visual arts
and museums.

Tesco Bags of Help

Development of green spaces
and funding for equipment –
focus is on supporting
community groups

Creative Scotland Open Project
Funding

Fund award sizes

Minimum: £5,000
Maximum: £35,000
Average: £25,880

Capital /
Revenue /
Core Costs

Fit with ECHO Project

Capital,
Revenue,
Core Costs
Contributing to
Activity Programme

Average: £149,500

Revenue

Minimum: £500
Maximum: £2,000

Capital,
Revenue

Minimum: £500
Maximum: £250,000
Average: £36,200

Maximum: £5,000
Average: £2,951

Timescales
They accept
applications all year
around but Trustees
make decisions in
February, June and
October.

Contributing to
Activity Programme

There are no
deadlines and
applications can be
submitted at any
time.

Standalone project

2nd Sep 2019 or
2nd December 2019

Contributing to
Activity Programme

Rolling programme

Standalone project

Rolling programme

Capital,
Revenue

Capital,
Revenue

Grants typically fall in
the range of £10,000 £20,000 per annum
for up to three years

Capital,
Revenue

Contributing to
Activity Programme

Minimum: £5,000
Maximum: £25,000
Average: £8,732

Capital,
Revenue

Minimum: £1,000
Maximum: £100,000

Capital,
Revenue

Contributing to
Activity Programme
Contributing to
Activity Programme
(application needs
clear partnership with
artists / Cowal Open
Studios)

Rolling programme
Trustees meet once
a year in Spring to
decide on grants for
the following 12
months

Rolling programme

Average: £1,667

Capital,
Revenue

Standalone project

Applications are
considered in
January, April, July
and October

Minimum: £1,000
Maximum: £4,000

Capital,
Revenue

Contributing to
Activity Programme
and Delivery Costs

Rolling programme
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Fund

Funding themes

National Lottery
Heritage Fund mid tier, single
stage

See feedback. Grants <£250k
require fully developed Activity
and Interpretation Plan costs.

Fund award sizes

Capital /
Revenue /
Core Costs

Fit with ECHO Project

-

Capital,
Revenue

Contributing to
Activity Programme
and Delivery Costs

Timescales
If Development
Officer is in place to
fully develop plans,
an application could
be submitted midlate 2020.

Historic Environment Scotland (HES) - Organisation Support Fund
This fund could be considered when scoping out the potential for a ‘Heritage Environment Development Officer’. Once in
place, the remit of this position would enable development plans to be fully realised, establish opportunities for
workforce development and develop longer-term resilience. It would also unlock Historic Kilmun’s potential as a
forward-thinking organisation capable of mobilising the surrounding heritage landscape to deliver positive outcomes.
In an ideal scenario, this position would remain fluid and extend across both the Development and Delivery Phases of
the project. However, this will not likely be viable particularly considering the potential risk for stalled / failed Delivery
Phase funding bids.
As such, it is suggested that this stream is considered as part of Development Phase funding only, focuses strongly on
resilience and capacity building and injects support to finalise plans.
An application to this stream requires early engagement with HES, clearly articulating;
•
•
•

•
•

Why developing the ECHO trail will be important to the sustainability of AML Ltd / Historic Kilmun.
The opportunities for growth that the ECHO Trail offers to the wider area, and why Historic Kilmun is ideally
placed to delivery these opportunities
The skills that the Development Officer would bring to the organisation including fundraising, organisational
development, workforce development, community engagement and revenue creation (e.g. ‘Friends of the
ECHO Trail’.)
How this fund will be used to strengthen AML Ltd / Historic Kilmun, including strengthening current board and
volunteer capacity, remodelling of governance.
The steps AML Ltd / Historic Kilmun will take if the National Lottery Heritage Fund is unsuccessful.

Match-funding for this position will be required and early engagement with potential funders is essential.
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Project Masterplan

Stage
Review of project scope with stakeholders
Updates to Historic Kilmun governance

Aug19
x

x

Funding enquiry to HES / match funders

x

Application response from HES / funders
Revisions to project plan if necessary

Oct19

Nov19

Dec19

Jan20

Feb20

Mar20

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Jun20

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Jul20

Aug20

Sep20

Oct20

Nov20

Dec20

Jan21

Feb21

Mar21

Apr21

May21

Jun21

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

Community engagement programme /
collaboration
Single-stage NLHF bid prepared and submitted

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Friends and Crowdfunding campaign

May20

x

Appointment of Heritage Environment
Development Officer
Resilient Heritage training programme (for HK
& ECHO)
Pilot community engagement activity

Applications to matching Trusts and
Foundations
NLHF processing and response

Apr20

x

Finalisation of Plans (including Interpretation
Plan to RIBA Stage 3 - Developed Design)
Update to NHLF
Funding submission to HES / match funders

Sep19

x

x

x

x

Appointment of Activities Coordinator / Project
Manager
Activity Programme (all activities)

x
x

x

Appointment of Design Team

x

x

Final interpretation content (to RIBA Stage 4 Technical Design)
Production and installation (RIBA Stage 5 construction)
Phase 2: (Preparation and Development Phase
funding submissions)
Phase 3: (development)

x

Phase 4: (delivery
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Outline Activity and Interpretation Plan
The following activities have been selected following consultation with local groups and stakeholders. They are designed to
deliver clear outcomes for people and heritage and will contribute to the creation of the heritage trail’s assets. In addition,
each activity is designed to offer skills development for participants with a view to contributing to the future sustainability
of the trail, and the resilience of Historic Kilmun.

High level Activity and Interpretation Plan summary by time period.
Activity Programme (2021)
a.) Appointment of Activities Coordinator /
Project Manager
b.) Delivery of 1yr Activity Programme
focused on outcomes for people,
communities and heritage, with clear
outputs contributing to the production of
interpretation and trail assets.

Technical Design / Production
(2021/2)
a.) Design Team collating inputs from
projects and activities

Subsequent years (post launch)
a.) Ongoing programme of activities
and events led by Historic Kilmun

b.) Production and installation of trail
interpretation (physical and digital)

b.) Ongoing volunteer / internship
development programme

c.) Production of leaflets, maps and
outdoors learning materials

c.) Collaboration with schools /
outdoors learning

c.) Evaluating potential to develop ongoing
programmes after project completion
d.) Training / upskilling programme driving
participation into ECHO / Historic Kilmun

Suggested Job Profile for Activities Coordinator / Project Manager
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare final briefs for Activity Plan specialists.
Prepare final briefs for Design Team / interpretation contractors / suppliers.
Carry out procurement of above team members.
Commission digital app and website design.
Commission publications including Outdoors Learning guide, trail guide and map.
Coordinate Activity Programme and provide hands-on support to workshop facilitation.
Coordinate second phase resilience and heritage training programme.
Manage budget for Delivery Phase activities and allocate for community engagement and collation of specialist
input into Plans as necessary.
Hosting community update / evaluation of progress meetings throughout Dunoon and Cowal.
Ongoing participation building, including volunteer recruitment and Friends of the ECHO trail development.
Establishing project evaluation and monitoring.
Establish launch / opening programme and devise post-launch programme of events / activities (including
preparatory work for funding / collaborative potential)
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ECHO Explorers 1: Reawakening the heritage landscape (community-led interpretation)
Project outline / rationale
East Cowal has a diverse range of built, natural and cultural heritage assets. Some of these are celebrated and well known,
but many remain hidden and relatively unexplored by communities and visitors. This project will bring people together to
explore the “hidden heritage” of East Cowal, reveal stories and record perspectives, resulting in a renewed community-led
approach to interpreting the area’s heritage. It will achieve this through a process of engaging people to explore and record
sites and stories along the network of routes across East Cowal. Surveys wills be combined with an exploration of intangible
cultural heritage (e.g. stories, songs, crafts & skills) associated with each landmark, making them come alive, and
contributing to placemaking.
The aims of the project will be to;
•

Through linking community and young people groups, establish an intergenerational Heritage Discovery Team and
launch a programme of activities to discover, record and interpret East Cowal’s heritage landscape. This will result
in a fresh, collaborative and inclusive approach to understanding the area’s heritage.

•

Undertake a review of existing heritage interpretation throughout the area – identify gaps and new stories which
could be told, or more effective ways of telling existing stories.
Record collective and personal responses to the heritage landscape through audio, film, photography, text and
visual art. This will enable each heritage “hotspot” to generate multiple layers of interpretation which can be used
to engage with different audiences.
Collate content to inspire the development of final interpretation. Create narration between landmarks and
interpretation points throughout the trail network. This could be achieved using ArcGIS Story Maps, which is a user
friendly, collaborative tool designed to capture responses to landscapes and places (see:
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/)
Make each site “come alive” through performance / ‘hands on’ demonstration of associated cultural activity,
heritage skills and crafts (e.g. blacksmithing, shipwrighting, drystone walling). Combine ‘hands on’ participation
with recorded demonstrations to inform interpretation development.

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Working with an archaeologist, assess the feasibility for archaeological sites to host community archaeology
activity, and the scale at which this could take place (this would be achieved during Development Phase). Target
sites which haven’t been explored in depth before, or which could be revisited (e.g. occupation sites).
Depending on feasibility outcomes, host at least one community archaeology dig engaging with local schools and
community groups. Skills to be developed include excavation techniques, finds recording / care.
Establish opportunities to “tell the project story” through podcasts and other digital media
Showcase outcomes as part of co-curated pop-up temporary exhibition.

The project could be delivered through five phases;
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Recording: Site tours, exploration and recording using digital tools (audio, video, mapping) and resources provided
by Scotland’s Urban Past. Site visits to be complemented with source material including visits to Local Studies
Library in Dunoon and Sandbank Resource Centre to investigate associated archive sources (maps, photographs,
documents).
Experiencing: filming / recording of past cultural and working activities identified with selected sites.
Curating: collation, digitisation and editing of above digital assets. The group will then work together to create a
storyboard (with events, people, places) and a visual timeline.
Sharing: displaying material created by the group via website and temporary pop-up exhibition within Dunoon.
Selecting: Working with the Design Team / interpretation specialists, finalising stories and content for revitalised /
new panels, trail literature (map and leaflet) and downloadable resources.
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Activities and outcomes
Activity
Heritage site / field surveys

Digital content development

OPTIONAL: Community
archaeology dig event(s)

OPTIONAL: Traditional skills
taster sessions
Storyboard, timeline and
development of assets for final
interpretation content.
Development of co-curated
pop-up temporary exhibition /
online exhibition

Who could it involve?
Developing Young
Workforce, HELP, Argyll
College, community groups
Developing Young
Workforce, HELP, Argyll
College
General public, school
groups

ECHO Outcome
• Recording and researching the area’s heritage
assets, helping to provide evidence for ongoing
preservation.
• Developing digital skills through exploration of
heritage

Developing Young
Workforce, HELP, Argyll
College
Heritage Discovery Group /
Design Team

• Hands-on experience of traditional skills and
crafts. Being inspired by industries and agricultural
practices of the past.
• Establishing varied multiple forms of
interpretation beyond existing provision

Interpretation working party
& specialist Design Team

• Celebrating and revealing communal value of East
Cowal’s heritage assets

• Establishing dialogue between new and current
residents across Cowal and Dunoon
• Projects delivered with local schools (learning
outside the classroom) and independent learning
providers / engagement programmes

Specialist engagement / delivery partners
•
•
•
•

Community archaeologist
Craft / traditional skills specialists (e.g. GalGael, Dry Stone Walling Association, Scottish Lime Centre.
Dunoon Castle House Museum, Strachur and District Local History Society, Local Studies (Live Argyll).
Interpretation designer / Design Team (with participation via Forestry and Land Scotland and National Park) and
digital interpretation specialist.

Legacy
The legacy of the project would be interpretation which is contributed to by local communities, instilling a sense of
ownership, respect towards the heritage landscape, and creating content which feels natural and authentic to the area.
Example costs
Item
Phase 1: recording
10x skills based site surveying activities inc. equipment / materials
Community filmmaking / photography/ audio trail groupwork with specialist (est. 10x days)
Community archaeology fieldwork (including an archaeological test pitting weekend, survey
sessions and then half day skills workshops (dependent on feasibility)
Phase 2: experiencing
5x live craft / traditional skills workshops (onsite and within existing attractions)
Phase 3: curating
5x workshops with Design Team / co-designer (including materials)
GIS / Storymap license, integration within project website
Editing of content (video and audio) integrated with interpretation plan
Phase 4: sharing
Temporary exhibition costs (pop-up banners, materials, equipment)
Transport
Refreshments
Estimate Total

Estimate
Cost
£4,500
£4,000
£15,000

£2,000
£2,250
£3,000
£3,000
£1,500
£500
£200
£35,950
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ECHO Explorers 2: Reimagining the heritage landscape (heritage inspired sculpture)
Project outline / rationale
Working with Cowal Open Studios and Dunoon Castle House Museum, this project aims to engage young people (aged 15
onwards) to create innovative sculpture inspired by 3000 years of human activity across the landscape. This would be
coupled with personal genealogical research, enabling participants to explore their own past whilst gaining an
understanding how the area has changed through time.
Inspired by their findings and alongside local artists, participants would get hands on with stone carving, woodwork and
metal work using techniques from the past. This would result in an outdoors temporary exhibition of their work, prior to
the commissioning of final pieces interwoven as part of the ECHO trail interpretation plan.
Sculpture is a recognised way of engaging people with outdoors heritage, creating accessible routes to learning, engaging
imaginations and creating unique visitor destinations. People are actively looking for different opportunities to engage with
heritage and funders are looking for diverse participation within the development of projects.
East Cowal’s core strength lies in its natural beauty and tranquillity. The ECHO project aims to amplify this through healthy
and thought-provoking engagement with the heritage landscape
The socio-economic benefits of heritage inspired sculpture include;
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creatively engaging local people in their heritage
Fostering a sense of place and highlighting the significance of the heritage landscape.
Facilitating to social cohesion and reducing isolation
Developing economic value through tourism and inward investment.
Adding another dimension to visitor engagement / interpretation beyond existing text panels
Establishing the area as forward looking whilst reflective of the past.

These benefits align with the desired outcomes of the ECHO trail, as shown within the 2018 feasibility study.
Project phases
Development
• Developing support to the project from social enterprises / charities operating throughout the area (including
health, wellbeing, employment). This would diversify the meaning and value of the ECHO project to people of
different backgrounds and interests
• Interest has already been shown from Actual Reality, HELP, Cowal Open Studios, Dunoon Castle House Museum
and Dunoon’s Young Workforce. Potential linkage with Men’s Shed.
• Linking with existing reward / personal achievement programmes (e.g. Saltire awards, Pathways to
Employment, Lifecoaching) connected with each group.
• Engaging with stakeholders and artists to scope out potential workshop programme.
Design
• Artists and heritage practitioners will work with young people to deliver a learning programme with the goal of
producing sculpture and artwork inspired by their own research, insights and perspectives towards East Cowal’s
heritage.
• Suggested heritage themes for exploration could include;
Genealogy, placemaking, local identity
Inspirational people of the past
Nature and industry
Myths and legends
• These themes would be explored in collaboration with Dunoon Castle House Museum, Historic Kilmun and local
history archives.
• ‘Hands on’ workshops for participants could include stone carving, woodcarving and metal work.
• The designs produced at this phase would be showcased as part of a temporary outdoors exhibition stretching
across the shores, into the hinterland of East Cowal, and connecting existing visitor attractions.
• The exhibition would be evaluated in terms of visitor responses, dialogue and ideas to help shape the creation
of Artists Briefs for final commissioned sculpture.
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Production
• Commissioning local artists to develop permanent sculpture and interpretation assets inspired the design phase
and framed by an Artists Brief.
• Creating sculpture and trail furniture using locally sourced, sustainable materials reflective of the natural
environment. Potential for Men’s Shed to be involved in creation of trail furniture.
• Identifying locations for sculpture as waypoints within network of routes, providing innovative connections
between locations.
Post-launch
• A unique crowd-puller and delivering the “vision” for ECHO project as a vehicle for engagement with heritage,
relaxation and wellbeing.
• Improving access to the area’s heritage through the scoping of low-tech, but multi-sensory interpretation
beyond existing text panels.
• An ongoing legacy through temporary exhibition / activity programming encouraging repeat visits.
• Potential revenue stream as part of associated ongoing activity programming / artist workshops.
• Programming would be arranged through the collaboration of the project’s delivery partners and the ECHO
steering group.

Example costs
Item
Estimate Cost
Artist(s) workshops (est. 15) split across 3 Young People groups
£6,750
(est 10 per group), including materials
Workshops at Dunoon Castle House Museum (est 3)
£900
Genealogical / online heritage subscription costs
£500
Temporary exhibition costs (pop-up banners, case hire etc.)
£1,000
Venue hire for workshops
£500
Transport costs (minibus and materials)
£250
Estimate Total
£9,900
Note: commissioning of final sculpture included in interpretation costs
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Wild about Cowal
Project outline / rationale
East Cowal is well known for its biodiversity through a range established visitor attractions and local spots providing access
to its natural heritage. However, there is a great opportunity to develop vibrant outdoor learning resources encouraging
broad exploration across the trail route which can be used local / visiting school groups, and families for years to come.
The first phase of this project aims to facilitate dialogue between schools, community groups (e.g. Cowal Natural History
Society and Ardentinny Heritage Society), Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH), RSPB and the National Park to identify
opportunities for outdoors learning on an ongoing basis. This will be achieved through integration with the SNH Teaching in
Nature Programme by applying ‘The Planning Model for Outdoor Learning’. This begins with the identification of nature
sites of interest, collaborating to identify class field work activities and then having class visits.

It is suggested that scoping visits could focus on the Bird Hides at Kilmun and Sandbank, the desired nature reserve around
Sandbank, Ardentinny Nature Trail, the shoreline, Pucks Glen and other sites of natural heritage interest.
Following on initial site visits, pilot projects and activities would be launched to inform curriculum programming,
integration with award schemes (e.g. John Muir – Leader Training) and future CPD opportunities for teachers and members
of community groups. These could include;
•
•
•
•
•

A habitat survey using squirrel and bird feeding boxes and monitored using motion cameras.
Bird photography / watching workshops
Flora and fauna surveys
Animal tracking
Botanical drawing and creative writing

The second phase will involve reviewing the outcomes of initial pilot projects and establishing Outdoors Learning Resources
(printed publication and online materials), and integration of project outcomes within the interpretation of the heritage
trail. In parallel to the development of learning resources, this project would also aim to establish a series of events
encouraging members of the public to explore East Cowal’s natural heritage. This could include self-led family explorer
walks and guided tours led by community groups.
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Activities, participation and outcomes
Activity
Initial area surveys

Who could it involve?
Teachers, Cowal Natural History Society
and Ardentinny Heritage Society, Cowal
Open Studios (forming as Planning
Group), FLS and LLTNP

Pilot projects (e.g. habitat
survey)

Primary and secondary school pupils,
Planning Group

Feeding pilot project
outcomes into interpretation

Planning Group and Design Team

Community events / activity

Members of the public, Cowal Natural
History Society and Ardentinny Heritage
Society
Planning Group and Design Team

Production of Learning
Resources

ECHO Outcome
• Community collaboration
• Leaning and appreciating East Cowal’s natural
environment
• Ongoing partnership projects with local –
national organisations which aim to enable
positive change in young people’s lives
• Providing enriching outdoors learning for
pupils.
• Establishing opportunities for the development
of sustainable outdoors education resources.
• Learning about and encouraging biodiversity.
• Collaboration in the development of
interpretation.
• Pupils able to feel ownership in creation of
trail’s assets
• Appreciating East Cowal’s natural heritage
• Stimulating interest to be involved in future
events and activities.
• Projects delivered with local schools (learning
outside the classroom) and independent
learning providers / engagement programmes
• Creation of learning packs / self-led resources
for use on the trail

Legacy
The legacy of the project be demonstrated through the renewal and continued development of outdoor learning resources
supportive of the curriculum and encouraging learning outside the classroom.

Example costs
Item
Workshop materials
Habitat survey equipment costs (possible IP camera,
feeding boxes etc.)
Copywriting and design of Outdoors Learning publication
Print run of Outdoors Learning booklet (210mm) (est. 100)
Travel costs
Estimate Total

Estimate Cost
£250
£1,500
£2,000
£300
£500
£4,550
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ECHO Active Spaces
Project outline / rationale
This project aims to engage the communities of East Cowal in surveying the accessibility and quality of the existing path
network including surface assessment, facilities and outdoors furniture. It will achieve this through a programme of walks,
runs and cycles linking together the heritage sites of the area, using an adopted version of the ‘Open Space Assessment’
model. Rather than offering new perspectives towards particular heritage sites (as achieved by ECHO Explorers 1), this
project focuses on the experience between each site and how this varies according to each activity.
This project will offer a range of physical activities as well as providing useful data, which will be used to grade each route
and provide as part of trail design / mapping and potential development of facilities in the future. This means that
participants will be able to receive health benefits from exploring the area in different ways, whilst contributing to the
development of the heritage trail.
Activities, target audiences and outcomes
Activity
Assessment of circular routes throughout trail
network through different types / grades of
physical activity.
Identifying ideas regarding how the experience
of physical activities could be improved

Who could it involve?
Community groups, Cowal Walking
Group, Dunoon Hill runners, Cowal
Mountain Bike club, families,
members of the public

ECHO Outcome
• Improving physical health through
offer of outdoors activity.
• Improving mental health / reduce
isolation for residents.

Example costs
Item
Route assessment materials
Travel costs
Refreshments
Estimate Total

Estimate Cost
£250
£200
£250
£700
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ECHO Skills for the Future
Project outline / rationale
The Delivery Phase of the project will seek to develop the resilience and sustainability of Historic Kilmun ideally prior to
Delivery Phase applications being made. During the Delivery Phase activity programme, each activity will be designed to
offer skills development for target groups and participants, however these activities will only last for the duration of the
activity programme.
Skills for the Future aims to deliver an innovative programme of heritage inspired training to participants who are looking
to develop work experience or to develop skills to help them find work. This will help establish the relevance and value of
the ECHO project after the trail has opened, strengthened by the creation of meaningful local partnerships. It also aims to
stimulate innovative, enterprising ideas inspired by the heritage landscape.
Delivery phase activities could include;
•
•
•
•
•
•

Training programme in landscape management, traditional rural skills and conservation.
Participation within ‘Paths for All’ and ‘Sharing Good Practice’ training by Scottish Natural Heritage and partners.
This could include integration with John Muir – Leader training and tailored training.
Subsequent development of an ‘ECHO Rangers Group’ to help maintain the trail route and quality of visitor
experience (i.e. path maintenance and land management).
Heritage Skills programme including tour-guiding and interpretation in collaboration with local heritage
organisations.
Digital skills training including website maintenance and social media
ECHO Entrepreneurs workshops to identify new ideas for cultural, heritage and leisure start-ups.

Post trail launch activities could include;
•
•
•

Rolling programme of skills training programme developed with local / regional organisations.
Apprenticeship scheme in collaboration with local landscape, land management and rural based businesses
Potential development of a new Enterprise Forum connecting established businesses / groups with young
entrepreneurs

Activities, target audiences and outcomes
Activity
Creation of ECHO Rangers Group
Training programme in landscape
management, traditional rural skills
and conservation.
Improvements to key heritage sites
contributing to conservation /
improving accessibility etc.
Heritage Skills programme
Digital skills programme
ECHO Entrepreneurs workshops

Who could it involve?
Argyll and Bute Youth Forum, Dunoon’s
Young Workforce, Argyll College, Dunoon ACE
group, DWP Work programme, Dunoon
Castle House Museum, Ardentinny
Conservation and Heritage Group, SNH, FLS.

As above in collaboration with local
businesses, Dunoon Presents, AITC, Cowal
Marketing Group, Highlands and Islands
Enterprise, Social Enterprise Academy

ECHO Outcome
• Skills development (e.g.
landscaping, paths management)
opportunities as part of ongoing
management and maintenance
of trail.
• Establish a programme of
internships / trail wardens /
landscaping (as part of
management & maintenance)
• Encouraging entrepreneurial
opportunities for existing and
new businesses (including retail,
catering and accommodation).

Example costs
Item
Training programme in landscape management, traditional
rural skills and conservation (est. 5 workshops @£450)
Heritage Skills programme (est. 3 workshops @ £300)
Digital skills workshops (est. 3 workshops @ £300)
ECHO Entrepreneurs workshops (est. 5 delivered) @ £300
Additional costs (travel etc.)
TOTAL

Estimate Cost
£2,250
£900
£900
£1500
£200
£5,750
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Events programme
Rationale
Each project has the potential to have its own events (e.g. exhibitions and launches). However, a dedicated events
programme with creates opportunities to raise funds for the trail, and as an ongoing revenue stream once the trail has
been launched.
Example event: Outdoors Walking Theatre production
Working with pupils of Dunoon Grammar school, the Walking Theatre company would develop an outdoors theatre
production focusing on the ‘Myths and Legends’ or ‘Inspirational People of East Cowal’. This would be achieved through a
range of workshops resulting in a script and performance of the production as part of events celebrating the trail’s launch.
Key activities could include;
•
•
•

Workshops at the school and locations across the trail route (estimate 10)
Research, development and script preparation by participants within the workshops
Two public performances

Example costs
Budget based on two public performances
Workshops (10 x £300 per workshop)
Actors Rehearsal (3 x £250 one off cost)
Actors Performance (3 x £200 per performance) (x2)
Travel Expenses (Mileage at £0.45 per mile rtn)
Research, Development, and Script Prep
TOTAL

£3,000
£750
£1,200
£232
£800
£5,982
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Interpretation Development
This section extends the approaches suggested within the 2018 Feasibility Study which contains initial storyboarding
exercises / interpretation themes etc.
The ECHO project aims to establish community participation at the heart of interpretation development. This means
establishing opportunities for people to explore how Cowal has changed through time, share stories and express their own
values and perspectives. Community engagement to-date has revealed interest from the general public and local groups /
organisations to participate in the development of new interpretation. This has stemmed from early consultation, including
storyboarding / mapping exercises, to ongoing interest in attending creative interpretation sessions.
This interest has huge potential to be stimulated further as part of development work resulting in a final Interpretation
Plan, including through the use of a selection of the following consultation methods;
•

•
•
•

Hosting a series of ‘Creative Café’ sessions within venues across the area. These sessions would aim to explore
and map the stories which could be told throughout the trail, establish logical (and practical) connections
between heritage “hotspots” and stimulate interest for people to undertake their own research
A walking survey of existing heritage interpretation assets, including identifying opportunities for improvement.
Engaging with potential delivery partners for projects / activities which will create new interpretation content.
Bringing together consultants / specialists who may be interested in becoming part of a Design Team.

Linkage with activity plan
Project
ECHO Explorers 1: Reinterpreting East Cowal’s
Heritage Landscape
ECHO Explorers 2: Wild about Cowal
‘Roots and Branches’:- heritage landscape
inspired sculpture and trail furniture

Potential interpretation content
Audio, video, photographs and text interpreting each site and
associated stories (e.g. ArcGIS StoryMaps content)
Mapping data to inform creation of printed / digital maps and leaflets
Outdoors learning resources and interpretation of natural heritage.
Sculpture offering visual representations of heritage stories,
complemented with text panels and / or digital interpretation

Potential Interpretation delivery methods
•

•
•
•
•

Key Access Points (intro panels with housing) containing downloadable resources generated by Activity
Programme. This could include audio and video related to each heritage hotspot, audiobooks / tours, and timeline
content to make each site “come alive” (estimate 7 – Kilmun, Blairmore, Ardentinny, Glenbranter, Benmore & Uig,
Inverchapel and Rashfield)
Proposals to re-skin some of the existing Toblerones and interpretation panels in the area (estimate 5).
Proposals to creative interpretation around key heritage sites; audio benches, wooden and stone sculpture using
locally sourced, renewable, and easily maintained.
Installation of small number of strong, wooden manual interactives
Print run of co-designed trail map, ECHO stories booklets / guides, and outdoors
learning materials.

Digital Interpretation delivery (at selected Access Points)
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Solar-powered outdoor signs (info-point.eu), used throughout the UK.
Require no mobile infrastructure, but offer the option of downloading digital
content (e.g. audio tours, video, maps, StoryMaps etc.)
Maps could highlighting nearby facilities, rest points, cafes, viewpoints.
Works by creating solar powered server contained within interpretation
structure.
Visitor connects to the sign’s Wi-Fi signal and browses its local web using their
normal browser
Downloaded content could be used throughout the area, online and offline,
providing more opportunities for people to engage with other attractions, local
businesses etc.
The same content could be made available by the ECHO Trail website.
Can be displayed alongside conventional interpretation panel information.
See; https://www.info-point.eu/content/outdoor.html
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Example Interpretation Delivery costs
Design Team
Copywriting costs (digital and physical)
Design time for digital content, maps and leaflets / publications
Design time for re-skinning of existing interpretation "Tolblerones" (est. 5)
Technical design of website, including microsite hosting interpretation assets
Delivery Phase - Design Team Costs
Production
Print run of trail guide publication (est. 5,000)
Print run of high quality standalone map (spot colour) (est. 5000)
Print run of Outdoors Learning booklet (for families and schools) (est. 200)
Production of new skins for existing interpretation (est 5)
Delivery Phase - Production Costs

£5,000
£5,000
£1,500
£20,000
£31,500

£1,000
£1,000
£400
£1,500
£3,900

Capital costs
New interpretation “ECHO Cast” stations at Access Points (Info-Point system) (est. 6)
Artist commissioned interpretation delivery sculpture / furniture (est. 5) @£10,000 each
Delivery Phase - Capital Costs

£54,000
£50,000
£104,000

TOTAL

£139,400
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Outline Management and Maintenance Strategy
Background
The EHCO trail network of routes, proposed activities and interventions within the landscape will require to be maintained
by means of Management and Maintenance Plan covering at least 10 years.
Aims and objectives
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

To establish processes necessary for the creation of any Path Agreements between the ECHO trail governing body
and Forestry and Land Scotland and Loch Lomond & Trossachs National Park.
To identify the implications of the Interpretation and Activity Plan a throughout the proposed trail network. This
includes assessing ongoing responsibilities to ensure interpretation methods are maintained as part of the visitor
experience.
To review the risks towards the visitor experience should changes to the route are required (e.g. as part of
commercial operations), and how these risks can be managed.
To create a robust management structure for the trail post Delivery Phase, including roles and responsibilities.
To seek opportunities for ongoing community engagement in the maintenance of the trail, including through
heritage landscape / nature / conservation training and potential partnerships which could grow from this process.

As the assets of the trail are still being developed, and with a view to developing an accommodating document able to
contain future changes, this Strategy include;
•
•

An Action Plan relating to the ongoing care of proposed types of asset.
Change through time as proposals and consultation with stakeholders is developed

Stakeholders & relationships
The overall trail will be required to be maintained on an ongoing basis post Delivery Phase. This will be achieved through
close relationship working with key stakeholders;
•
•

Forestry and Land Scotland (FLS):- Responsible for management of national forest estate, including commercial
forestry routes and paths which may / may not fall within the Core Path network.
Loch Lomond & Trossachs National Park (LLTNP):- Advisory body to help maintain Core Paths (under ‘Land Reform
Act’), within NPA boundaries.
Argyll and Bute Council:- providing advice and assistance regarding Core Paths falling outside the remit of FLS and
NPA.

Management structure / responsibilities
Historic Kilmun / Argyll Mausoleum Ltd. will be the governing body for the heritage trail. Day to day management will be
carried out by volunteers / ‘Friends of the ECHO Trail’ supporters group.
Historic Kilmun / AML Ltd
• Taking on responsibility for the ongoing
management and maintenance of trail’s
interpretation assets.
• Developing Path Agreements with stakeholders
/ landowners (where necessary).
• Maintaining communications processes
• Maintaining and allocating maintenance
budget.
• Developing ongoing heritage landscape
internship / apprenticeship programme.
• Contractor management

‘Friends of the ECHO Trail’ supporters group
• Taking part in path maintenance
programme alongside internship
programme
• Participating in heritage skills
development programme.
• Helping develop and run fundraising
initiatives.
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Path Agreements / permissions
As demonstrated by the 2018 Feasibility Study, the majority of the trail route has ‘Core Path’ designation. Subsequent
consultation with LLTNP and FLS has revealed;
•
•
•

That ‘Core Path’ designation assumes that the landowner will retain reasonable access to the route (i.e. keep it
unobstructed). However, this does not mean the landowner is obliged to maintain the quality of the route.
Where the route does not follow a core path, a Path Agreement will possibly be required between ECHO and the
landowner. LLTNP and FLS are able to provide advice / help facilitate this process.
It will be important for all promoted routes to be accurately described and safe, so visitors can make the correct
choices. This will mean a comprehensive audit will be required (as proposed within ‘ECHO Active Spaces’)

Integration with Interpretation and Activity Planning
Proposals for new and revitalised interpretation have been developed through a pragmatic realisation of the capacity of
Historic Kilmun, and routes for developing capacity through time. These proposals have been complemented with a
programme of heritage skills training within the Activity Plan.
Risks

Risk
Refusal of landowner to maintain path to required
standard for a quality visitor experience
Vandalism of interpretation assets
Redundant technology of interpretation
Inaccurate or out-of-date information resulting in a
poor or unsafe experience for route users
Lack of skills to maintain quality of route

Mitigation
Ensuring appropriate Path Agreements are in place in
collaboration with FLS and LLTNP
Closer community involvement in development of trail assets,
and spot-checking
Working with providers to provide updates / upgrades as
necessary
Ensuring that Communications Processes regarding route status
are maintained by the ECHO project.
Pursuing an ongoing programme of skills training in collaboration
with training providers.

Projected annual maintenance expenditure
These costs are based according to the digital and physical assets proposed within the outline Interpretation Plan. Annual
maintenance costs would expect to kick in after warranties have expired for each asset.
Example maintenance activity
Upkeep of trail furniture (e.g. benches and interpretation housing)
Upkeep of interpretation sculpture (cleaning and preservation)
Digital maintenance (website, digital interpretation, hardware replacement costs)
Annual print run of printed material (maps and leaflets) est. 500 per year
Volunteer / guide training (2x days for groups hosted by Historic Kilmun)
Path maintenance outside FLS land (in partnership in with other groups / bodies).
Total

Estimate annual
cost
£200
£100
£500
£500
£400
£500
£2,200

Potential income sources
Annual renewal ‘Friends of the ECHO’ trail membership e.g. 200 members @ £10
per year.
Revenue from events and activities (TBC within Outline Business Plan)
In-kind and / or trusts and foundations (e.g. path maintenance)
Total

£2,000
£500
£2,500
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Outline Development and Delivery Phase Budget
Phase 3: Development
Resilient Heritage programme
Heritage Environment Development Officer (6 months PT / £28,000 FTE) or freelance basis
Historic Kilmun Resilient Heritage Training Programme (based on est. 3 person attendance at 10
workshops inc. travel etc)
Resilient Heritage programme

£7,000
£6,000
£13,000

Specialist input for finalisation of plans
Estimate cost to finalise Interpretation and Activity Plan
Collated outline Business Plan / Marketing and Communications Plan
Management and Maintenance Plan
Evaluation Plan
Finalisation of Plans Total
Development Phase Cost Total

£3,000
£3,000
£1,200
£900
£8,100
£21,100

Phase Delivery Phase
Delivery Phase Staffing
Activities Coordinator / Project Manager (12 months PT / £28,000 FTE) or freelance basis

£14,000

Delivery Phase: Activity Programme

ECHO Explorers 1: Reawakening the heritage landscape
Phase 1: recording
10x skills based site surveying activities inc. equipment / materials
Community filmmaking / photography/ audio trail groupwork with specialist (est. 10x days)
Community archaeology fieldwork (including an archaeological test pitting weekend, survey sessions
and then half day skills workshops (dependent on feasibility)
Phase 2: experiencing
5x live craft / traditional skills workshops (onsite and within existing attractions)
Phase 3: curating
5x workshops with Design Team / co-designer (including materials)
GIS / Storymap license, integration within project website
Editing of content (video and audio) integrated with interpretation plan
Phase 4: sharing
Temporary exhibition costs (pop-up banners, materials, equipment)
Transport
Refreshments
ECHO Explorers 1: ‘Reawakening East Cowal’s Heritage Landscape’ Total

£4,500
£4,000
£15,000
£2,000
£2,250
£3,000
£3,000
£1,500
£500
£200
£35,950

ECHO Explorers 2: Reimagining the heritage landscape
Artist(s) workshops (est. 15) split across 3 Young People groups (est 10 per group), including materials
Workshops at Dunoon Castle House Museum (est 3)
Genealogical / online heritage subscription costs
Temporary exhibition costs (pop-up banners, case hire etc.)
Venue hire for workshops
Transport costs (minibus and materials)
ECHO Explorers 2: ‘Reimagining the heritage landscape’ Total

£6,750
£900
£500
£1,000
£500
£250
£9,900
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Wild about Cowal
Workshop materials
Habitat survey equipment costs (possible IP camera, feeding boxes etc.)
Copywriting and design of Outdoors Learning publication
Print run of Outdoors Learning booklet (210mm) (est. 100)
Travel costs
Wild about Cowal Total

£250
£1,500
£2,000
£300
£500
£4,550

ECHO Active Spaces
Route assessment materials
Travel costs
Refreshments
ECHO Active Spaces Total

£250
£200
£250
£700

ECHO Skills for the Future
Training programme in landscape management, traditional rural skills and conservation (est. 5
workshops @£450)
Heritage Skills programme (est. 3 workshops @ £300)
Digital skills workshops (est. 3 workshops @ £300)
ECHO Entrepreneurs workshops (est. 5 delivered) @ £300
Additional costs (travel etc.)
ECHO Skills for the Future Total
Delivery Phase - Activity Programme costs

£2,250
£900
£900
£1,500
£200
£5,750
£56,850

Delivery Phase: Interpretation

Design Team
Copywriting costs (digital and physical)
Image licenses
Design time for digital content, maps and leaflets / publications
Design time for re-skinning of existing interpretation "tolblerones" (est. 5)
Technical design of website, including microsite hosting interpretation assets
Interpretation - Design Team Costs

£5,000
£250
£5,000
£1,500
£20,000
£31,750

Production
Print run of trail guide publication (est. 5,000)
Print run of high quality standalone map (spot colour) (est. 5000)
Print run of Outdoors Learning booklet (for families and schools) (est. 200)
Production of new skins for existing interpretation (est 5)
Interpretation - Production Costs

£1,000
£1,000
£400
£1,500
£3,900

Capital costs
New interpretation stations at Access Points (Info-Point system) (est. 6)
Artist commissioned interpretation delivery sculpture / furniture (est. 5) @£10,000 each
Interpretation - Capital Costs

£54,000
£50,000
£104,000

Delivery Phase Cost Total

£210,500

Note: costs subject to revision, particularly Delivery Phase which are dependent on Development Phase
outcomes.
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Appendix 1: ECHO Trail Outcomes Framework

Community

Outcomes
•
•
•
•
•

Establishing dialogue between new and current residents across Cowal and Dunoon
Improving intercommunity and intergenerational cohesion within a heritage engagement programme.
Connecting social groups with local businesses, including leisure, tourism food & drink.
Evaluating / steering development of the trail through ongoing engagement.
Provide volunteering opportunities for community members to help deliver aspects of project.

Rationale
Participation in heritage
The development of a new trail offers the potential to bring people together across generations and
locations to actively participate in the development and celebration of their heritage.
Capacity and empowerment
A trail is defined by the connections it can make. The project could enhance community cohesion,
facilitate dialogue to identify shared needs and opportunities and establish new ways for communities to
work together. Through initial dialogue, it has become clear that communities within East Cowal are
extremely good at forming committees and groups, but often lack capacity to deliver outcomes at a
practical level. This could be tackled through the delivery of heritage inspired projects identified by
community engagement which would contribute to the production of a heritage trail. These projects
would be delivered during a well-resourced development phase and post-delivery as part of ongoing
evaluation.
Strengthening assets
There are a range of community assets which could be strengthened by the project complementary to
their own development. These could include village halls and built heritage as activity hubs /
interpretation centres. The project could also inform future uses / end-states for existing buildings and
locations, promote their existence and activities and help strengthen funding bids.
Health & wellbeing

Outcomes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improving physical health through offer of outdoors activity.
Improving mental health / reduce isolation for residents.
Establishing partnership initiatives with local health providers.
Establishing health benefits through creative activity.
Offering escapism from city / urban life.
Offering a cheaper alternative to often expensive fitness activities.

Rationale
The health benefits for the trail project could be delivered both directly and indirectly. Direct benefits
include improvements to physical health and mental wellbeing. Indirect benefits include the application
of social-prescription as part of activities and projects and potential relief on local healthcare provision. In
particular this could be applied to;
- Tacking isolation, communication and transport barriers
- Engaging with people whose mental health has been impacted by unemployment / poverty
- Providing healthy affordable outdoors activity for individuals / families
Similar to ‘strengthening assets’, the development of a trail could stimulate capital works projects which
create health & leisure facilities throughout the landscapes. These could include the development of
interactives inspired by heritage, outdoors gyms, parkour and variable scaled outdoors adventure areas.
It could also mean specific themed routes that offer health outcomes for people.
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Learning & skills
development

Outcomes
• Projects delivered with local schools (learning outside the classroom) and independent learning
providers / engagement programmes
• Skills development delivered during activity programme in partnership local providers.
• Creation of learning packs / self-led resources for use on the trail.
• Ongoing partnership projects with local – national organisations which aim to enable positive change
in young people’s lives.
• Establish a programme of internships / trail wardens / landscaping (as part of management &
maintenance)
Rationale
There are opportunities for schools to become involved in the development of the trail, particularly
through connections with the curriculum for excellence (e.g. expressive arts, social subjects, health &
wellbeing) and existing programmes (some schools are already engaged in outdoors learning). Pupils
could become actively involved in the discovery, research, interpretation and storytelling of cultural,
natural and built heritage. There are also opportunities to develop partnerships with further and higher
education, as well local, regional and national initiatives (e.g. Actual Reality, HELP, Ardroy Outdoor
Education Centre, Outdoor and Woodland Learning Scotland etc.)
A heritage trail presents a real opportunity to engage with young people who have had a challenging
past, including those who face unemployment, conflict with the law or addiction issues. A heritage
activities programme could establish opportunities with tangible outputs as part of the production of the
trail. This could include opportunities in outdoors skills, construction / masonry, design, tours, digital,
surveying, tourism and project management. Post-launch there could be an ongoing programme of
activities, supported by partnerships, which aims to establish positive difference in the lives of young
people across Scotland and the UK.

The local economy

Outcomes
• Developing a collaborative marketing plan for cultural, leisure and heritage activity.
• Increasing footfall / visits into villages situated across East Cowal.
• Encouraging entrepreneurial opportunities for existing and new businesses (including retail, catering
and accommodation).
• Enhancing supply and demand for cultural tourism attractions, activities & facilities
• Encouraging people to stay / move to into area (integrated with housing developments).
• Skills development (e.g. landscaping, paths management) opportunities as part of ongoing
management and maintenance of trail.
• Encouraging people / families to move to the area due to the enhanced provision of cultural activity.
• Developing economic value through tourism and inward investment.
Rationale
Aligned with skills development and in the absence of a more detailed impact assessment, it is proposed
that a new trail could support existing businesses and stimulate new enterprise, particularly through the
provision of food & drink, accommodation and outdoors activities. It is envisaged that an increase an
increase in tourism in the area will subsequently drive income for local businesses and therefore increase
employment. Direct opportunities could be provided during the development stage of the trail,
particularly as part of any capital works required and subsequent maintenance.
Depending on the subsequent management / governance arrangements for a new trail, the organisation
responsible for its delivery and maintenance may have opportunities to create new enterprise initiatives
along the overall route.

Celebrating &
Preserving the
heritage landscape

• Recording and researching the area’s heritage assets (including natural heritage), helping to provide
evidential basis for ongoing preservation.
• Establishing varied multiple forms of interpretation beyond existing text panels observed in the area
• Raising awareness of pollution and environmental issues
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• Learning about and encouraging biodiversity.
• Developing projects contributing to natural conservation (aligned with activity plan and management
& maintenance)
• Reviewing existing heritage collections held by communities and organisations throughout the area.
Rationale
trail could directly contribute to wildlife / nature conservation depending on projects and activities and
indirectly foster appreciation for the environment and nature through interpretation. Partnership
working would be essential, and East Cowal already has a plethora of expertise and activity in this area.
Transport
development

Villages have identified existing paths and routes which need upgraded / improved. Broader
improvement the current transport network would likely only be possible after the trail has been
launched and subsequent business case / partnerships being established. This could include the
development of public transport services / low-carbon transport / active-travel hubs.
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Appendix 2: ECHO trail mapping – core paths and heritage “hotspots”

Initial route audit (Foresty and Land Scotland)
North section
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South Section
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ECHO Trail map (graded routes and “heritage hotspots”).
North Section

Key
Green routes = easy
Blue routes = moderate
Dotted red = potential new path
= Heritage Hotspot
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South Section

Key
Green routes = easy
Blue routes = moderate
Dotted red = potential new path
= Heritage Hotspot
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